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Overview of Hyundai cars:

Chung Ju yung developed Hyundai, which is a global company that is part of korean founded in
south Korea. The first company of Hyundai was launched in 1947 as a construction company. It has
two famous sectors Hyundai motor and Hyundai industries. Hyundai motor was ranked as the fourth
in the world as the largest Manufacturer in Jan 2011.

Hyundai  i10

After long time Hyundai plan was to make an ecofriendly version, which is pollution free he
succeeded in it and launched LPG version of Hyundai cars on October 2007 in Chennai. This
version will be available at the additional price of RS 27,630 as compared to current petrol version.
Hyundai this version is called as Blue Drive, which is fuel-efficient, and it very ecofriendly. This
version including LPG kit and its various features increases the performance and make it an
complete product. Next generation of i10 is 1.1 magna, ERA that also use Blue drive technology.

Hyundai i10 Engine support:

IRDgE2 engine is used in Hyundai i10, which gives you an overwhelming performance and good
fuel technology, by using LPG kit. Next generation of Hyundai have an option to choose between
petrol and LPG. The LPG tank used in Hyundai that is called as â€˜Toroidalâ€™ uses fuel efficiently
.another generation of i10 ia AMS which is managing power as well battery. The technology
maintains power supply while acceleration Fuel efficiency is increased by Indicator which is it
distinguishing feature. Hyundai is making promise by making ecofriendly environment that runs on
low emission fuels. Its next generation are department of explosive and is verified or tested by
automotive research association of India .Hyundai has 336 dealers and 727 service points in India

Interiors :

The new i10 Hyundai is light brown in color and it is a two tone product. It has very good stylish look
as it is coated at multiple points with chrome and silver. Other features includes new instrument
cluster, blue illumination, metal furnish and many other exclusive features its exclusive features are
Bluetooth and power supply.

Features of Hyundai i10:

â€¢	It runs on low emission fuels.

â€¢	Stylish look

â€¢	Good performance along with good supportable speed

â€¢	Fully integrated facility of manufacturing.

â€¢	It runs at the speed of 93mph

â€¢	Acceleration provided by Hyundai is 0-62 mph and requires 14.8 seconds
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â€¢	Co2 emission is 92/gm.

â€¢	Hyundai is five door hatch supported complete subcompact product

Hyundai i10: Customers choice

Customers who love to have compact and small cars, which include all exclusive features. Hyundai
i10 is the best choice to buy. It is the perfect product with the perfect combination provided in it by
its stylish looks and power supply.
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